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Headmaster’s blog…..   

 

 

 

 
Dear Parents, 
 
What a lovely week it has been at school. The fixtures on Wednesday were simply brilliant. Thank you to so many 
parents for supporting them. They were highly competitive but every match was tackled with positivity, respect and 
conducted in a fine spirit. It was a great afternoon. On Thursday we enjoyed the House Quiz with Saturn leading 
throughout until the very last question, when they were finally overtaken by Mercury. All four Houses did them-
selves proud.  
 
My highlight was a visit from Teddi (Year 3) who asked to see me to promote her charity S.T.E. (Save the Environ-
ment). Mrs Rice and I were delighted to listen to her speech and we were wowed by her articulate and passionate 
delivery. I am hoping that we can support many of her ideas.  
 
The theme of protecting the environment and being eco-friendly is one with which are becoming increasingly 
attuned. We have just undertaken a survey of our photocopying and I was astonished to be told that we printed 
397,099 pages during 2019, which is the equivalent of 38.5 trees, 4,074kg of CO2 or 255,083 light bulb hours. As a 
school community we will be making a concerted effort to significantly reduce this and I am setting a first step and 
very achievable target reduction of 30% during 2020. On Friday 14th February we are holding an Eco-Fair and I hope 
that many parents will attend and support this initiative driven by Mr Swiney, Mrs Jacklin and the children. Mr 
Swiney will soon be creating four House allotments so that the children can grow vegetables in school in a  
competitive fashion. Michael and Jane in the kitchen will then use the produce in the months to come. 
 
May I politely remind all parents and visitors not to park on the grassed areas at present. The rain of recent months 
has led to water-logged areas and there has been significant damage done in recent days. Please do use the staff car 
park if you are really struggling for space when attending fixtures. 
 
I hope that everyone enjoys the first Home Weekend of term and best of luck staying dry in this weather!  
 
Best wishes, 
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Matters of the Moment…… 

 

Team Photos & Individual Photographs 
 
With the Christmas holidays coming so soon after the team and  
individual photographs were taken at the end of last term,  some parents 
may still wish to place an order with Bentley Photographic.  The deadline 
for orders and free delivery to OBH has been extended to Friday 31st  
January .  Please follow the link below  
https://orders.bentleypics.com/bentley/
CustomerPanoramicAndGroupOrder?
func-
tion=View&LP=XgsCVVoLDjQbXyhce1tBGxZIXgUoXmw9MhRcWg
cCBlNc!!
BwICClRSUTQZZHwGcVgYQk9BXlomBzM9MC8IAA0BXwoF  
 
If you have any queries please do contact Bentley Photographic direct: 
01206 395888 
 

The Friends Curry & Quiz Night 
Friday 28th February 7.00 pm 

 
It is that time of year when the evenings are still 
long and dark…..  Liven it up by bringing a table of 8 
or mix and match and join The Friends for their  
annual Curry & Quiz Night on Friday 28th February. 
 
Come and test your  memory skills in a number of 
stimulating but possibly frustrating rounds in a  
variety of subjects and pictures.   
 

Details attached  and any queries please do email :  friends@obh.co.uk 
 
 

Mental Health, Wellbeing & Reslience 
Friday 14th February 1.30 pm 
We look forward to welcoming Dr. Hazel Harrison who will be speaking at 
this event to share the lastest evidence based ways to help young people 
build their wellbeing. 
To book your place please click on the link 
below and use code:  OBH 
https://obhhuddlparenttalk.eventbrite.co.uk  

Our OBH community are  
exceptionally fortunate to have such 
a compassionate, charismatic and 
inspirational GP.  Dr Mark Hainsworth 
gave an engaging seminar about his 
job role and educational experiences 
required to work for the NHS.  There 
was a great deal of critical thinking 
from the pupils when trying to  
unravel what ‘a human detective’ 
does throughout the week.  Children 
were amazed at the range of health 
care professionals involved in the  
National Health System and the  
varied skills and specialists required.  
‘Be the best you can be’ was the  
passionate message presented  
regarding lifestyle choices and future 
job roles.        
 
 

 

World of Work 
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News from Stable Yard… 
 
 
 

Everyone has enjoyed another super week in the Middle School; the  
children are earning lots of House Points, they are enjoying the after-
noon sports and in Junior Choir, they are busy learning new songs to add 
to their repertoire.  
 
Middle School assemblies are always a wonderful opportunity to  
celebrate the children’s success. This week,  we were proud to present 
certificates to: 
 
Olly, Tabitha, Finnan, Felix R, Charlotte, Cameron, Freya and Alexandra. 

 
There was great excitement in 3CR’s classroom on 
Wednesday morning, as the children waited to wish 
Charlotte a Happy Birthday. Thank you so much for 
the beautifully decorated cupcakes.  
 
Well done, to Teddi for presenting her ideas for STE 
(Save the Environment) to Mr. Griffiths with such 
maturity and confidence; I was incredibly proud of 
her. 
 

The children in Year 3 have been enjoying their work on annotating play 
scripts from Peter Pan, then had great fun working together to perform 
them. The level of creativity was amazing; from beautiful pirouettes as 
the actors took their positions, to speaking with incredible confidence 
and flair (and in some cases, learning the words off by heart). 
 
Having the time to read quietly and enjoy a range of stories by different 
authors continues to be a popular past time in the Middle School. With 
this in mind, in the coming week, we are going to speak to the children 
about selecting an exciting extract from their favourite story to perform 
to their peers. If you would like to think about this together at home, you 
are very welcome to do so. 
 
Year 4 have been getting their teeth into the topics of the Anglo-Saxons, 
Extreme Earth and the Sikh festival of Vaisakhi. The children have been 
using their understanding of chronology to help locate main events in the 
Anglo-Saxon period whilst researching where and why the Angles, Jutes 
and Saxons choose to settle in Britain. Using our class reader, ‘Why the 
Whales Came,’ during English sessions the children have produced some 
excellent descriptive writing about the Isles of Scilly and we have been 
inundated with requests for a field trip to the ‘tropical’ isles of Great  
Britain.  
 
We wish you all a happy weekend. 
 
Mrs Rice, Mrs Lee, Mr Gillott, Mr Pascalides and the Middle School team. 
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Creative Writing…. 

Years 5-8 have been busy researching an animal and planning, writing 
and editing a first person narrative from the point-of-view of that  
creature.   Stories by Margaux and Ned from Year 8 are featured here. 

 
Turtle Story  
By Margaux 

The egg began to crack and I could see a beam of moonlight. I 
stretched. I could hear the sound of waves lapping on the seashore. It 
was like a mother calling out. I left the safety of our sandy haven and 
followed all the other baby turtles across the sand towards the sea. 
Out of the corner of my eye, I could see my brothers and sisters being 
plucked mercilessly by seagulls.  
 
Fear was overcome by the adrenalin which was rushing through my 
body. Finally, I was left as the sole survivor and reached the water for 
the first time. I followed the waves back into the sea, frustrated birds 
hovering above me. I could feel the cool water on my fins and I 
splashed about before diving in. I raced through the waves, as the sun 
rose on the horizon. I stopped at a patch of thriving wild sea grass and 
munched on my first ever meal. 
 
I explored the sandy bed and the coral reef. With no mother waiting 
for me, I was fending for myself. It was like a whole new secret world 
down here, the fish swimming freely along the ocean bed. I found a 
solitary patch with rocks piled up, creating a natural cave. I swam  
inside: a perfect place to spend my first night.  
 
As sunbeams pierced the water’s surface, I left my home, instinctively 
aware of all the predators that were lurking, waiting to pounce, like the 
whales and seagulls hungry for breakfast. Everything was so calm; the 
peaceful silence reassured me that everything would be fine. I began 
to swim further out to sea. Exotic new creatures I had never seen  
before were scattered in the watery depths. The current felt stronger 
out here. I swam past what looked like a jellyfish, with black markings 
on it: ‘PLASTIC: USE RESPONSIBLY’. Something told me that turtles 
liked eating these creatures. Suddenly, my left fin would not move. It 
felt heavy. I drained all the energy in my small body struggling to free 
my fin. I reached the point of being too tired to move. Everything went 
black. My last wish was that the siblings I had left in the nest did not 
make the same mistake as me.  

 

 

 

Eighteen pupils at OBH decided to take 
on a tremendous challenge yesterday 
evening: build a secure version of La 
Tour Eiffel. Their only resources were 
spaghetti—certain Italian pupils will 
inform you of the correct  
pronunciation—and mini marsh-
mallows. 
 

A range of ages featured in the four 
teams; this was very pleasing to see. 
The exercise showed certain pupils 
demonstrating excellent leadership 
skills while others had a keen eye on 
constructing a stable structure.  
 

Critical thinking was most certainly key 
when tackling this task. Winners had to 
be named and so upon careful  
inspection of each piece a decision was 
made. The team with the most pupils 
won with their unique structure. Not 
only was their structure secure but it 
was the best one which remained most 
loyal to La Tour Eiffel.  
 

A different and very enjoyable activity 
to end a Thursday evening in January at 
OBH.  
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Creative Writing…. 

 

 

 

The Ultimate Sacrifice 

By Ned 
 

The sun rose over the African plains. The world woke up. The birds flew, the meerkats 

emerged and the lions roared. I awoke to the usual sounds of hyenas laughing and zebra 

running. The flat African plains stood in front of me stretching for miles. The iconic trees, the 

exotic animals and the stunning sunrise. All of these things I saw every day. I was the king of 

the savannah. I was an elephant. Life for me was majestic. Everyone respected me. Yet there 

was one thing that was damaging my existence. Poachers. Every day they went out and  

hunted us. Bloodthirsty, merciless men.  

 
My story started on a normal day. I had fought hard to be the leader but now I stood there 

with my family. I led my herd through the African plains. Searching for food and avoiding 

danger. Usually we would be surrounded by other animals, but on this occasion there were 

no creatures around. We all knew what that meant: predators. To be specific, lions. They 

would take us on. We were all alert, but then an alien noise broke out. BANG. It was gunfire. 

The poachers were out. Then a great thump. One of my herd fell. We charged. It was only 

then that I saw the death sticks. Right in front of us. We were sitting targets. We continued 

to charge. Again, more shots. 

 
I lost three of my herd that day. Our numbers were falling. But we had to keep moving. With 

poachers around we needed to get out of this area. I led my herd away but again the land-

scape was barren. Suddenly a lioness sprung out of nowhere. I charged; my herd stayed 

back. I took on the hungry pack of lions. But I was no match for a pride of lionesses. They 

surrounded me. Then they pounced. They were all over me. Then the sudden pain of teeth 

digging into my side. Another elephant fell. But the last thing I saw was my herd escaping. I 

had made the ultimate sacrifice.   
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Advice for prevent obh.co.uk emails from landin in Junk/Spam folders 
 
 
There are many different email systems in use and each will have its own way of marking emails as ‘Not Spam/Junk’. 
We have listed a few of the more commonly used ones below to help. 
 
Email on Mobile 
If you use your mobile device for mail and you’ve found that just moving it from your Junk/Spam box to your Inbox 
doesn’t help then it is important that you login to your own email system/app on a PC or Mac and mark the emails as 
‘Not Spam’ there. 
 
Microsoft Outlook App 
If you have the Microsoft Outlook App installed on your Windows PC then please follow these steps: 

Open Outlook on your PC. 
Left click on ‘Junk Email’. 
Right click on the mail sent from ‘obh.co.uk’. 
Hover over ‘Junk’ to see another menu to the side. 
Left click ‘Never Block Senders Domain (@example.com)’. 
Left click on ‘OK’. 
Repeat steps 1 – 4 and then left click ‘Not Junk’ to move it to your inbox 
 

This should now prevent any emails that come from obh.co.uk landing in your junk mail. 
 
Microsoft Outlook Online 
If you use Microsoft Outlook Online then please follow these steps: 

Open Outlook in your Browser (Such as Google Chrome, Edge). 
Left click on ‘Junk Email’. 
Right click on the mail sent from ‘@obh.co.uk’. 
Left click ‘Mark as not Spam’ – Should now move the mail to your inbox and prevent it from dropping into the 

Junk folder in the future. 
 

Gmail 
If you use Google Gmail then please follow these steps: 

Login to your Gmail account through a browser. 
Scroll down on the left until you see the ‘Spam’ folder. 
Left click on ‘Spam’. 
Find the mail from ‘@obh.co.uk’ and right click it. 
Left click ‘Not Spam’ – This will now move the email into your Inbox automatically and should prevent further 

‘@obh.co.uk’ emails from landing in Spam in the future. 
 

Apple Mail 
If you use Apple Mail then please follow their own guide here: https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/mail/

mlhlp1145/mac  
 
Apple iCloud Mail 
If you use Apple iCloud for your Email system, such as on an Apple iPhone, then please follow their own guide here: 
https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/icloud/mm6b1a2ced/icloud 
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Boarding……….. 
 
emma.easdale@obh.co.uk 
tracey.thornton@obh.co.uk 
rob.miller@obh.co.uk 
mark.warrington@obh.co.uk  

 
The boarders have been having plenty of fun outdoors and in-
doors playing a variety of games including Dodgeball and Corner 
Hockey whilst others have continued to enjoy Board Games, Yo-
ga and Well-being sessions. This activity along with the World-of-
Work talk delivered by Doctor Hainsworth on Monday evening, 
showed the girls, boys and staff that our health is vital and time 
for ourselves is a necessity in this ever-busy world that we live 
in. It was therefore great to hear that the Senior children were 
able to get out and run around to let off steam, playing simple 
but popular games of Hide and Seek, Tag and 40/40 before the 
evenings have drawn to a close. 
 
In order to reward the children, the Dorm prizes this fortnight 
were given to Elizabeth, and Garrett in the senior houses. The 
prize rewards those who have lived well within the boarding 
community and have been helpful and have respected their 
peers and staff alike. These values and the OBH Way serve as a 
reminder to all of us of how we should behave within the OBH 
Community and respect one another for who we are. Within the 
boarding houses, the children have the chance to make sugges-
tions and therefore develop the way the boarding houses run 
whilst also celebrating their achievements along the way. 
 
With more birthdays to come and plenty of work being complet-

ed for all those sitting scholarships and entrance exams to their 

new schools, we look forward to rewarding the children’s efforts 

throughout the term.  

 
The Lent evening activities have now 
been updated and are attached. 
 
After supper each evening the duty 
staff offer a diverse range of  clubs and 
activities to the boarders. Each night we 
aim to have a good mix of sporty, arty 
and "hobby" activities. It includes  
favourites such as chess, cooking,  
sewing, drone club and Wellbeing and 
yoga. 
 
In the dark evenings of the Lent term, it 
is harder to get outside into our superb 
grounds; however if the weather  
allows, we make full use of the floodlit 
astro, play competitive games of  
German Spotlight and sometimes even 
make fires in the outdoor classroom to 
sit around and tell ghost stories and 
sing. 
 
The enrichment programme speakers 
and musicians are listed in the school 
calendar. 
 
 

Evening Activities 
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Boarding……….. 
 

 

On Saturday afternoon we settled down to the old favourites of 
snakes & ladders, which hasn’t lost its competitive edge and we 
all became very animated.   Meanwhile we also warmed up on 
the pool table and table tennis whilst having a good song-along 
with the help of Alexa.  Supper was a hearty macaroni cheese 
with delicious garlic bread and salad.  The fresh fruit and donuts 
were also a hit.   After baths and showers and a change into pj’s 
we returned for various rematches.   Then after a very busy first 
week back it was time for a well deserved rest and beds.   
 
On Sunday we enjoyed our favourite full English breakfast in pj’s 
and after a quick change into our Sunday best headed to Thorpe 
Morieux church for the Sunday service.  No time to practice our 
bell ringing this Sunday as we had just enough time to return to 
OBH to change into lots of warm layers, along with hats and 
gloves before heading off to the point-to-point at Ampton  
Races.   It was certainly a bracing day for it but we had a wonder-
ful time and some of the children were called upon to judge the 
Best Turned Out horses.  No bets from us of course but we did 
place a few sweets down and picked a few winners.  Well done, 
to Celia for her wining bet, a whole pack of Frutella’s on the last 
race.  We were very grateful to the kitchen for not only providing 
a packed lunch but also lots of lovely hot tomato soup that 
helped keep off the chills. 
 
After a lot of fresh January air we headed off to Bury St Edmunds 
and after a quick dash around the shops and a walk in the Abbey 
Gardens it was off for supper at Pizza Express, something to 
warm us all up.  We also enjoyed welcoming and spending time 
with the new gappies and it was lovely getting to know them and 
helping to show them the ‘weekend ropes’.  We wish them a 
wonderful time at OBH.   
 
After returning to OBH we had just enough energy to tackle the 
common room and a few more games before snack, baths and 
beds.  Next weekend we are off to see The Addams family at the 
Abbeygate and then crazy golf at Stonham Barns.   
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Pre-Prep … Matters of the Moment  
A Peek at our Week………………. 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

The Little Raindrops and Sunbeams have had a 
'Tigger-riffic" time during our 'Winnie The Pooh' 
week. They have played with honey play dough, 
made some fantastic bee hives, made honey sand-
wiches and created some beautiful Pooh Bear  
watercolours. Pooh Bear would most certainly  
approve! 

Rainbow class have had another amazing week 
focussing on their maths – we emptied Mrs.  
Webster’s purse and enjoyed identifying the coins 
(and even a few notes!) and enjoyed a lot of role-
play shopping, making totals and different ways to 
make one amount. We have also been thinking 
about the story of Noah’s Ark and made a real life 
rainbow in the classroom using Mr. Baptist’s light 
box and prism.   

Starlights have continued learning about the  
Titanic and have created some fantastic Goodbye, 
Hello contrast poems. They have also really  
enjoyed the role-play area, so much so that their 
siblings have even popped in to take a sneaky 
peak. The children have loved taking on the roles 
of different individuals on the ship including the 
passengers, captain and other crew members. It 
has been so lovely to see the children demon-
strate their understanding through their play. 

Dragonflies have produced some stunning  
Aboriginal Art, this is going to be sent off for the 
Young East Anglia Competition in aid of Cancer  
Research. In English, the class have been enjoying 
learning about Aesop's Fables, the class worked 
collaboratively and produced a fable with an  
important moral. 
 

Stars of the Week 
Very well done to our  first Stars of the 
Week  for 2020:   
 
 

Dragonflies  Amelia 
Starlight  Daisy 
Rainbows  Katarina 
Sunbeams &   Freddie 
Little Raindrops   
 

 
 

 
 
Happy birthday to Alfie who is turning a 
huge 3 tomorrow! 

Happy Birthday 
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First Week Back…... 

www.obh.co.uk 

 

Rainbow flames! 
The MBEs have been exploring the wood-
land to look for enchanted creatures. They 
then cast a spell on the fire with some  
magical pixie dust, making the fire come 
alive with all of the colours of the rainbow! 
A beautiful sight which must have been the 
work of the magical beings living in the 
woods.  
 
 
 

Wake up, shake up! 
In the run up to this rather cold, dark term, 
some parents were enquiring whether we 
could find some more ways to exercise the 
children. We accepted the challenge and 
have introduced a ‘wake up, shake up’  
session at the end of the school day. Any 
children staying for Late Stay or one of the 
quieter, less physical clubs, will start the 
session with a dance, super mover or action 
game to get their blood pumping. OWLs will 
continue to be a more calm and nurturing 
end of the day, for those children who are 
staying on late, but may be getting tired.  
 
Have a lovely weekend.  
 
Camilla Webster 
 
 

Pre-Prep News 
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From the Director of Sport….. 
 

Girls Sport: Senior Netball 

1st VII v Orwell Park  
OBH travelled to Orwell Park for the first match of the season. As always, 
they knew it was going to be a hard game. It was a cold afternoon and 
some of the girls struggled to motivate themselves to get warm which 
affected the start of the game. They were slow and made simple  
mistakes which enabled Orwell additional shooting opportunities which 
they converted to lead 5-2 going into the final 7 minutes of the game. 
OBH stepped up and started to find space, and managed to pull back to 
draw the game. Although lots of areas to improve on, this was a fantastic 
result. 
 

1st VII v Orwell Park 2nd VII 
Following the match against the Orwell Park 1st team, OBH stepped  
immediately back onto court against a fresh legged 2nd team. OBH did 
well and continued playing better netball and converting more shooting 
opportunities. Although the opposition was weaker, it was good to see 
individuals working on specific areas of their game. OBH won the game 9
-2. The afternoon sets them up well against Framlingham next week. 

 
2nd VII v Orwell Park  
The girls were excited about their first fixture of the netball season and 
came out with drive and purpose. By the end of the 1st third, the OBH 
girls were 2-1 up. Clearly it was going to be a tight fixture, however by 
the end of the 2nd third OBH had increased the lead to 4-1, and they 
were playing confidently with some very good passing between C, GA, 
WA along with some inspired shots on goal from the GS. Unfortunately 
in the final third in this game, there was some panicked passing, and the 
ball was given away unnecessarily and Orwell were pushing hard to catch 
up. It was a nail-biting few final minutes but the final score was a 6-4 win 
to OBH.  
 
In the second match of the afternoon, the girls had learnt from their  
mistakes and kept it tight from the start. OBH were also keen to inter-
cept the ball, started to read Orwell’s game plan, and made them work 
for every pass. Once intercepted, they kept hold of it and attacked at 
every opportunity. A final score of 9-1 to OBH. A well-worked win, and 
the game was played with a true team spirit where every player made a 
real difference to the outcome. Well done, girls.  
 

U11A v Orwell Park 
A really good opening game for the A team against Orwell Park took 
place at home on Wednesday. Three out of the four quarters were  
incredibly close with only 1 goal in it. It was during the second quarter in 
which OBH became a little rattled that Orwell Park were able to create a 
small lead. The two sides were well matched and there was plenty of end 
to end play. The OBH defence played a very strong game and some 
shooting opportunities were created; by not quite enough. A really 
promising start with lots of potential and lots to work on. 

U11B v Orwell Park 
OBH started strong and moved the ball 
down the court well, finding good space and 
passing accurately. The Orwell defence was 
very strong and made OBH work for  
possession, but with perseverance OBH 
were able to score.  Orwell’s attack was very 
fast and strong, however the man to man 
defending by OBH was excellent and they 
continually gained possession. OBH finished 
the game as strong as they started and the 
match ended with a 6-2 win. 

 

U11C v Orwell Park 
In the first match Orwell Park dominated the 
first half and OBH were outplayed by their 
accurate passing, good movement and four 
successful shots on goal. In a much better 
second half, the OBH picked up their pace 
and the ball progressed up the court to GA 
and GS. OBH scored their only goal of the 
match and were unlucky not to convert 
more shots on goal. They conceded 3 goals 
in this half. 
 
OBH played very well in their second match. 
In the first half, they made some brilliant 
passes and interceptions and had plenty of 
scoring opportunities. At half time, neither 
team had scored. In the second half, OBH 
successfully created space and passed the 
ball with pace and accuracy and had many 
scoring opportunities, converting 1 goal and 
securing a 1-0 win. Very well done, girls. 

Please be aware that there is a change of 
venue for next week’s netball fixtures 
against Framlingham Prep.  
 
All U13s will play AWAY at Framlingham 
College Prep School and the U11s will play  
HOME at Old Buckenham Hall.  
 
Please accept our apologies for any  
inconvenience this may cause. 

Netball 

Netball Fixtures Next Week 
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Boys Sport:  Senior Hockey 
 
 
1st VII v Orwell Park 
 
What a game to kick off our campaign! After some ferocious  
training sessions, targets had been set and one of them was to 
turn over our local rivals. The game started at breakneck pace, 
both sides working hard for possession and it was Orwell that 
broke the lines initially to score. It did not deter our boys as we 
had the lion share of possession and goal-scoring opportunities 
right from the start. The game was incredible to watch, it could 
have been confused with the last game of the season not the first! 
OBH managed to score five goals throughout the game and were 
dominant in the Orwell half. As the final whistle blew and  
depending on who you asked, the score was either 5-4 to OBH or 
5-5 draw. It did not matter as both sets of boys and coaches  
thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon. What a typical display of OBH 
grit and determination;  good start boys! 
 

2nd VII v Orwell Park 
 
The 2nd VII played the final game of afternoon and as the sun  
started to drop so did the temperature! The boys, however, 
seemed to generate their own microclimate with the amount of 
energy and enthusiasm on the pitch! Orwell started the brightest 
but OBH played the better hockey, passing in triangles and  
creating some excellent goal-scoring opportunities. As the game 
pressed on it was very even, but it was Orwell that managed to 
convert their chances. Although OBH lost the game they should be 
proud of their efforts and no doubt will develop into an excellent 
side this term. Well done, to you all. 

 

3rd VII v Orwell Park 
Orwell visited for the first fixture of the  
season and OBH found themselves on the 
back foot early in the game. Unfortunately, 
they did not close down the opposition, and 
gave them too much time and space on the 
ball. This resulted many attacking opportuni-
ties for the visitors and they were soon 
ahead by a few goals. Nonetheless, OBH 
stuck at the task and they thoroughly  
deserved to score, following a well-taken 
short corner. The OBH tackling also  
improved in the second half and with more 
possession they moved the ball forwards 
more effectively in the second half.  
However, Orwell had a very talented goal-
keeper, who defended his goal with skill and 
aggression. OBH persevered and scored  
another pleasing goal to give them some 
hope as the game progressed. It was Orwell 
who finished the stronger team, however, 
and despite some bold defence, they  
managed to find the net on a few more  
occasions and finished clear victors in this 
encounter. Certainly some positives for OBH 
to take from this game and skills they can 
focus on in training sessions before the next 
encounter. 
 
 
 
 

4th VII v Orwell Park 
The OBH boys played in a tough fixture 
against Orwell Park. Within the first ten 
minutes the boys were 4-0 down. The lack 
of intensity to chase the ball and keep  
possession seemed to be the main problem 
and by the half time whistle Orwell Park 
were 5-0 up. The second half was much 
better and OBH had a few excellent 
 opportunities to score however, they could 
not convert their chances and the game 
remained 5-0 at the final time whistle. 

Senior Hockey 
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Boys Sport:  Colts Hockey 
 
 
Colts A v Orwell Park 
What a great start to the season this was as both teams played really 
good hockey, defending bravely and attacking with confidence. As the 
game progressed we became more organised in defence and therefore 
the opposition were not able to capitalise on their early lead. We eventu-
ally drew level and then in the second half we began to dominate a little 
more and took the lead. In the last five minutes Orwell managed to score 
a second. The boys kept calm and believed in what they were doing and 
continued to pass the ball and work hard for each other. It did not take 
long for us to score again and it was great to see the boys working hard 
as a team to win the fixture. Well done, to the boys – keep practising 
those short corners.  
 
 
 
 
 

Colts B v Orwell Park 
This was a terrific display of team hockey from the boys. It was a solid 
start however due to some poor positional awareness we went a goal 
behind whilst watching the ball and not marking the attacking players. 
We then passed the ball and won several short corners where the boys 
were intelligent enough to pass the ball away and create scoring  
opportunities. With a little more composure in front of goal the score-
line would have been even more conclusive and this is certainly some-
thing to work on next week. A special goal, though, was scored by the 
team when a good tackle went in from our defence and the ball made its 
way up the pitch through three clever passes with four players interlink-
ing very well.  The ball ended up crashing into the backboard with plenty 
of applause from the parents. Very well done, to all the boys and  
remember to practice all your skills next week. 

 
Colts C v Orwell Park 
The Colts C put up a brave defensive 
performance against Orwell Park  
despite losing 2-0. We spent the  
majority of the match in our own half 
with the occasional foray into the  
opposition’s area. We managed to keep 
Orwell at bay during the first half with 
some sprightly defending and excellent 
goalkeeping, but eventually our  
resistance was overcome as we  
conceded two late goals.  
 

Colts D  v Orwell Park 
The Colts D enjoyed a lively and spirited 
match against Orwell Park. Full of  
energy, the boys charged around the 
pitch, eager to receive the ball. We 
sometimes lost our shape and  
positioning as a result, but I can not 
fault the enthusiasm. Orwell scored two 
goals in the first half after some  
defensive mix ups, but we deservedly 
pulled one back in the final minutes. We 
pushed for the late equalizer but it was 
not to be. Well played to everyone.       
 
 
 

Colts Hockey 
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